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orgny Hammer to
ive Brilliant and
Strong Portrayals
ring!« Fine Supporting
Cat«! of Prominent
Eastern Actors
Herself a striking personality and
actress of great dignity and
~wer, Madame Borgny Hammer
ves to the powerful characters
Ibsen’s tragic “Ghosts” as well
s to the gay character of Egges
Love and Friendship,” a brilliant
d individual interpretation tftat
the acme of dramatic technique.
Appearing at Lawrence Chapel on
November 19 and 20, Madame Ham
m er presents these two plays in a
style reflecting her complete un
derstanding of Norwegian stage
tradition acquired through years of
acting in famous Norwegian thea
tres.
Although most of her appear
ances have been in European coun
tries where she used only the Nor
wegian language, Madame Ham
m er’s English diction is excellent.
Her voice also has a clear, reson
ant. almost masculine quality that
lends firmness and dignity to her
interpretations.
On her American tour this year,
Madame Hammer brings with her
S strong cast of prominent New
York actors including Arvid Paul
son and Irving Mitchell.
Mr. Paalson in Creative Bole
Mr. Paulson, who portrays the
dram atic Oswald Alving in Ibsen’s
play, has been acclaimed an actcr
of the highest rank in both New
York and Sweden, his native land.
His various roles in the theater nave
Identified him as an actor who
plays only parts that have definite
creative possibilities such as this
one in “Ghosts.”
Although Paulson has wanted to
play Oswald in Ibsen's play all hit
life, this will be his first appear
ance in the part. His first chance
to play the difficult role came a few
years ago with Mary Shaw, but
his work ended in rehearsal when
the well known actress died after
S short illness. Last year he was
• member of an all-star cast of the
play which disbanded when the
tour was called off at the last mo
ment.
Paulson has appeared with George
M. Cohan in “Pigeons and People,”
w ith Reicher in Hauptman’s “The
Weavers.” with Sessue HayaKawa
in “Tiger Lily” and with Fay Bainte r in “The Willow Tree.” He has
been a guest artist several times
With Stuart Walker’s company.
Particularly outstanding was his
Work in his own version of Ibsen’s
"Peer Gynt” which he produced
over the radio in 1932 with hlmaelf in the role of Peer. He was sup
ported by such celebrities as T.dith
Barrett. Walter Connelly, Herbert
Rawlinson and Augusta Duncan. He
has also received great praise for
Ills portrayal of the roles of Ben
jam in and Lieut. Guimard in StrindTurn to page 3

Dr. Wriston to Attend
Trustee Meeting o f
Carnegie Foundation
Dr. H. M. Wriston will attend a
meeting of the Board of Trustee 3 of
th e Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching at New
York Nov, 27 and has been invitee
to attend two preceding events
planned in observance of the one
hundredth anniversary of Andrew
Carnegie's birth.
A program at Carnegie hall, Nov.
25, will include a performance by
th e New York Philharmonic sym
phony, directed by Otto Klemperer.
W alter Damrosch will be master of
Ceremonies.
On the following evening a meet
ing will be held at the New York
Academy of Medicine and will in
clude an address by Sir James Col«
quhoun Irvine, principal and vice
Chancellor of the University of St.
Andrews and Carnegie corporation
representative abroad.

LA WHENCE COLLEGE, APPLETON, WIS.

C offey Named as
Delegate to Inter
fra tern ity Meeting
The Lawrence College Inter fra
ternity Council will send a repre
sentative to the National Inter fra
ternity Conference to be held in
New York Nov. 29 and 30. Walter
Coffey, a member of Sigma Phi
Epsilon, was recently elected to re
present Lawrence.
Dr. H. M. Wriston will give one
of the main addresses of the con
ference. Mr. Ralph J. Watts, Law
rence business manager, and nation
al secretary-treasurer of Phi Sigma
Kappa, and Mr. George Banta Jr.
a trustee of Lawrence College, bnd
former national president of Phi
Delta Theta, will also attend the
meeting.

Waples Speaker
At Sage Dinner
Says Eating in a Dormi t ory Li ke a
Lottery
After disturbing the Lawrentian
reporter for days by claiming that
she was going to talk on Nothing,
Miss Waples broke down and had
a subject for her talk Wednesday,
right at the Sage Formal dinner.
“If you must have indigestible
food, don’t let your guests realize it
at the time,” was her advice in the
speech which turned out to be on
the Fine Art of Eating.
Eating in restaurants and dormi
tories is like • lottery. Each meal is
a aeperate one, and we will be able
to win more often by cultivating
our taste so that we enjoy each
dish we draw.
Musical Program
As always, the speech was ex
tremely amusing, and full of start
ling and pat statements.
Florence Magee, house president
of Sage, was toast mistress and in
troduced Miss Waples. Betty Jane
Winans, Margaret Henderson, M ar
ian Griggs, Geneva Falk, Jane Lind
say, and Jean Ridgeway sang three
songs. “My Lindy Lou.” “A Honkong Romance.” and “My Curly
Headed Baby.” They were accom
panied on the piano by Betsy Ashe.
The guests at the dinner were
Miss Bethurum, President and Mrs.
Wriston. Dean and Mrs. Barrows,
and Dean and Mrs. Waterman.
AUTHORITY VISITS INSTITUTE
Last week Mr. P. H. Prior of the
A E. Reed Company, Aylesford Pa
per Mill, Kent, England, visited the
Institute of Paper Chemistry. Mr.
Prior is an authority on the printa
bility of paper.

Progress Noted
In Brokaw Hall
Informal Debates
Discussions
to Center
Around Popular and
Vital Problems
The announcement of an award,
a cup, offered by the Forensic
Board to the individual whose ex
cellence in informal discussion
groups at Brokaw; comes the in 
troduction of a noteworthy addi
tion to the already well-balanced
program in operation there. These
somewhat formalized “bull sessions”
will be conducted on the team bas
is, with the teams made up of in
ter-section residence groups in Bro
kaw.
These intersection and interflow
discussions will center around pop
ular and vital subjects of the day.
They are sponsored by the For
ensic Board in cooperation with
the councelors of Brokaw. The pro
gram was designed to stimulate in
terest in these questions and also to
provide an opportunity for those
boys of Brokaw whose interests do
not so much lie in the line of ath
letic contests to enter into an ac
tivity at this time.
Members to Speak
Members of the team will peak,
under this plan, briefly on the sub
ject chosen and the merit of their
work adjudged by an impartial of
ficial. When the team members have
finished their discussion, the meet
ing will be thrown open to the
group. This plan furnishes com
petition for the teams and at the
same time organize the problem
in the minds of the group so that
argument will be more interesting
and more livid.
*.
Everett Bauman. Councilor at
Brokaw. has been especially respon
sible in organizing the whole pro
gram.
BILLBOARD
Mon. Nov. 18—A. A. U. P. din
ner for Dr. Wriston.
Tues. Nov. 18—Borgny Ham
mer and her company in Ibsen's
“Ghosts.”
Wed. Nov. 20—Borgny Ham
mer in “Love and Friendship"
Sat. Nov. 23—Kappa Delta
Formal. Alpha Chi Omega Form 
al
Thursday. Nov. 28—Thanksgiv
ing Open House at Sage from
4:00 to 8:00. '
Sat. Nov. 30—Kappa Alpha
Theta Formal. Delta Sigma Tau
Formal.
Tues. Dec. 3—Tomford Harris,
American pianist on the Artist
Series.
Sal. Dec. 7—Alpha Delta Pi
Formal.
Sat. Dec. 14—Campus Club
Dinner at Sage.

The “Normandie” Succumbs
To Our Great Adventuress
She was heralded like the “Gild
ed Lady.” Her debut was longed for
after much color-print advertising.
She attracted every one like beck
oning bright theatre lights. June
third she came into New York
harbor surrounded by fleets of
chugging tugs, overhead roaring
planes and a crowd of over-anxious
Americans forcing their cheers
through the blasts of steam whis
tles and the slushing noise of churn
ed water. The event called for tick
er tape hurled about like confetti
from tall office buildings, for rac
ing powerful motor cars guarded
by flanks of swaying motorcycles,
for crystal candelabras, for orch
ids, for champagne, and for the
key of the city.
She, “The Normandie,” docked at
the forty-ninth street pier, breath
ing quietly on the gentle heaving
waters of the Hudson River. Her
debut was a success! From keel to
crow’s nest she differed from oth
er liners, a unique and distinctive
ship of the high seas!
You read your bon voyage notes
in a cabin like a sophisticated
movie setting. Later, in the great
salon you meet your friend* in

this marvelous high ceilinged room
done in rose, grey and black. The
chairs have petit point over the
cushions which only the French
could attempt with modern decora
tion. The murals are gold and black
glass very much “frenchized.” From
the deck you can get two blocks
of moon during an evening’s stroll.
No Sunday church service can be
missed by a fervent church goer.
The organ chimes and a minister
chants the service in white vest
ment to go with the white altar
lilies and the white flickering canles.
“La Piscine"
Not only is the theatre air con
ditioned but so is the whole boat.
"La Piscine” is an eighty foot pool
looking more like Atlantic City with
the thick hard rubber pilings plant
ed into hard tiled bottom. Coming
from the bar at one end of the pool
these posts ought to be handy In
“Defense de Fumer” you n atural
ly go up to the smoker or to your
room. The berth is a bed and the
ship goes noiselessly on, for the
voyager doesn’t have to lie awake
Turn to page 2
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Clapp, Witherell, Rusch,
Vanderploeg and Hecker
Chosen by Phi Beta Kappa

,

Dr. Weston Heads
Selection Croup
Committee Judged Latin
Translations Submit
ted by Students
Dr. A. H. Weston, professor of
Latin and Greek, headed the com
mittee that judged the 31 transla
tions submitted by Wisconsin col
lege students to a contest spon
sored by the American Latin League
in connection with the celebration
of the two thousandth anniversary
of the birth of the poet Horace.
The three translation that he and
his committee selected as the best
were the works of Evola Brandt of
Milwaukee. Milwaukee State Teach
ers College. B. Zedler of Milwaukee.
Marquette University, and Jeanette
Ver Straats of Sault Ste. Marie.
Michigan. Carroll College. The L at
in League of Wisconsin Colleges
awarded to each of these students
a copy of the book Horace by Pro
fessor Grant Showerman of the Uni
versity of Wisconsin.
Two competitions in translation
were conducted, one for high school
students and the other for college
students. One particular poem for
translation was assigned to each
group in each state, and the three
best translations were choeen. These
were submitted to another jury to
determine the best from the whole
country. The national winners wilt
be announced on Dec. 8 . the birth
day of Horace.

Miss Bethurum Has
Article in October
Philology Journal
An article by Miss Dorothy Belhurum, professcr of English, appear
ed in the October issue of The Jour
nal of English and Germanic Phil
ology. The subject of it ’s “The
Katherine Group in Old English
Prose.”
This article is a study of a group
of writings of Old English prose
which collectively is called the Katherine group in an attempt to pcint
out the general characteristics of
style and to find their connections
with earlier writings. The outstand
ing attributes of style appear to be
the frequent use of rhythm amd
alliteration. Aelfric’s “Lives of
Saints” serves as background for
much of the Katherine group. Miss
Bethurum also compares the style
and background of the group, con
sisting of “St. Juliana.” “St. Kather
ine,” and “St. Margaret" with three
other works of Old English prose,
“Ancren Riwle." “Sawles Wards,”
and “Hall Meidenhad.”

T h re e Law rentians arc
At P hi Sigma lo ta Meet
A faculty member and two stu
dents, Dr. L. C. Baker, professor
of modern languages, John Doo-fler, and Doris Everson, are attend
ing the biennial national conven’ion
of Phi Sigma Iota, national honor
ary modern language fraternity, at
Illinois Wesleyan College. Bloom
ington. Illinois, today and tomor
row, Nov. 13 and 18. Officers are
elected and general national bus
iness transacted at these conven
tions. They are usually held alter
nately in the East and West.
BABBOWtT SPEAKS IN CHICAGO
Next week Dean T. N. Barrows
will speak about Lawrence Col
lege to two Lawrence Alumni
groups In the Chicago area. On
Tuesday he will talk at the meeting
of the North Shore Alumni at the
Georgian Hotel, and on Wednesday
at the West Side meeting at the
home of Jane Cossman, ’33.
There will be a frolic tonight
from 7 P. M. to 8 P. M.

Dr.

T. V. Smith of
Chicago Delivers
Address

Three men and two women wers
elected to Phi Bata K apra in tha
fall elections announced this m orn
ing in Chapel.
Norman Clapp is completing his
work in absentia and acting as sec
retary to Senator Robert M. LaFollette in Washington D. C. Ho
is majoring in government, r.aving
received high honors in his fresh
man and honors in his sophomora
year. Clapp was editor of the Lawrcntian Jn 1934, was active in ten
nis during the same year, and was
a member of the Men’s Debate
Squad in 1935. It was he who in
augurated the present tabloid Law
rentian.
Heeker Athlete too
Jerry Hecker is co-captain of tho
football team this year and is a
member of the ”L” Chib. He was
a member of the Student Sena to
in 1935. Hecker was awarded tha
Warren Hurst Stevens scholarship
last year. His major is economics.
He received high honors in his ju 
nior year. Hecker is a member of
Phi Delta Theta.
Violet Rusch received high h>nors in all her three years at Law
rence. She was awarded the Pea
body Latin prize when a sophomore
and last June she was given the
Business Man's Latin Prize. She la
president of Eta Sigma Phi. Her
major w Latin She is a member of
Alpha Chi Omega and of Geneva
Committee.
Florence Vanderploeg is president
of Zeta Tau Alpha. She is also a
member of the Panhellenic Associa
tion. She received honors in her
sophomore and junior years. Her
major is history.
James Witherell received honors
in his sophomore and junior years.
He is a member of Phi Sigma Iota
and one of the leaders in the organ
ization of the new International D>cussion Club. His major is French.

Tidal Waves
Submarine Lights
Homan Torpedoes
Robber Suits
Your Nine Week Teasers are over;
you can’t smoke in Hamar House;
you found gusto and a split skirt,
rather than excellence of music;
your love triangles break up into
parallel lines; your Pep Band has
had a successful football reason;
you’re tired, dragged out. ready for
anything* you need something quiet,
something soothing; we’ve got just
what the college orders; have a
mixed swim on the Student Council.
How about it? Will you try one?
You never have? It’s about time.
Let’s tr.ke a peek and see how it
goes. Come on! Climb up to tho
window and see for yourself. All
set? There’s the pool. All fifty-thou
sand bucks worth. What a play
ground! See those two doors? Watch
them closely. They hold the mob.
Two doors! 'M akes you think of
’The Lady and The Tiger.”
Ladies and Tigers! Here they
come. Ready for the deep. Awaiting
the plunge. A “Battle of the Sexes.**
They hit the water. They splash!
A tidal wave! They’re down! They
are up! Strokes! A whole flock of
strokes. A student body at play. In
and out they go. gliding through
the. waves. Submarine lights -eflect
upon the moving forms. Human tor
pedoes! Intellectual dreadnaughtsl
But they’re out again. The w ater’j
wet! To the beach! Gracing tha
tile, shedding water, seeking air.
Ten cartons of cigarettes added to
the pool. Feminine beauty rad’atea
beneath and about the newest m
beach creations. Mesh, knit, a \d
rubber suits of s e a -weed green.

’ Turn to pape 2
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We Spend the Winter in
Cosmopolitan C enters

Adventuress Talks
Of the Normandie
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A SADDLE FOR
PEGASUS

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
i.awrence College is about to be
closed in for the winter season while
in the big cities the theatre lights
dazzle forth with new and wonder
ful hopes for the theatre world, the
music halls are crowded with peo
ple to hear artist programs and the
art galleries swarm witih interested
patrons of art. We have our winter
season too, with Ted Cloak produc
tions. the Artist’s Series and Loan
Exhibitions—but let us look around
to the big city so that we might en
large our outlook and knowledge.
Wednesday of this week Chicago
opened the Annual Exhibition of
Chicago and Vicinity paintings. For
weeks the jury has experienced
mixed emotions and there have
been those rejected from the show
marching home from the A rt Insti
tute with their unhappy canvases
under arm. Smiles were on the
faces of the accepted and the se
cret of the prize winners has been
greatly anticipated. But we must
wait for more returns up here in
Appleton.
Its nice to pretend that our li
brary staircase is as luxurious as
the Louvre of Metropolitan, that

Professor at
N. C. State Lists
Professors’ Faults
by a c p

Mr. Joe E. Moore, of North Caro
lina State College, is an enterprising
fellow, and a gentleman of parts
in the psychological field. He has
recently published, in the Journal
of Abnormal and Social Psycholo
gy, a treatise giving the results of
an experiment he undertook to
discover the annoying habits com
mon to the college professor. Mr.
Moore had a class of 123 element
ary psychology students study 1 1 2
professors for two weeks and then
turn in a report on the teachers’
annoying habits and mannerisms.
Twenty-five unpleasant things
were listed. Heading the list of
mortal sins, according to the testi
mony of 78 students, was “rambling
in lectures.** Then came "Twisting
mouth into odd shapes,” with 63
earnest young psychologist! record
ing their aversion to this pleasantry.
“Frowning" came next, with 55
votes, then “Playing or tinkering
with objects’’—type of object un
specified—and next, “Cocking head”
pulled an even 50 votes. The list
runs on like that for quite a little
while, various attitudes and man
nerisms being listed.
There are professors who did not
know, perhaps, that “standing in an
awkward position" is very painful
to some students, and definitely
retards their concentration. Simil
arly, your careful pedagogue will
not "walk around too much" nor
will he cffect “odd color combin
ations in clothing." And it is de
rigour to speak in "complete state
ments" and not scratch the head
nor "talk too low.”
What with salary waivers, 8
o’clock classes, recalcitrant and
bone-headed freshmen, and the high
price of pork, life was hard enough
before.
MEDITATION HOUR
Meditation hour is held every
Thursday from four-thirty to
five-thirty at the Episcopal
Church. Every one is urged to
attend this musical interlude.

SNIDER’S
Have You Tried
Our Famous

Chili
Con
Carni?
This Coupon
is Good For
5c on a Large
Bowl of Our
Home-made Chili

f T

W

Lawrence is a little world all in it*
self trying to give the best it can,
but it’s nice to know what is go
ing on outside. We so seldom read
the newspapers that we forget
outside things.
Pittsburg with the International
Art show on has finally experi
enced the great opening and the
anxiety of prize winners is over
with. The first went to a Spaniard
while the next two are represent
ed by Americans. Charles Burch
field received the second prize of
six hundred dollars for his “Shed
in the Swamp." Burchfield has been
known for his Victorian houses,
very glorified in their many years
of rundown condition and unlike
artists of the idealist point of view
never did nothing along the line
of repairs. His "Shed in the Swamp”
is seemingly a great change from a
run-down house to a neat looking
swamp. Last year we had a Burch
field in a loan exhibit- one of emo
tionally painted sunflowers which
most of us either liked or dislik
ed. Mattson, a man from Woodstock, won the third prize for the
picture “Deep Water." The other
prizes were awarded to artists of
other countries and it is pleasing to
note that United States is the only
country represented by two artists.
Cosmopolitan New York has just
about everything-including Hogarth
prints, French nineteenth century
painting, early American and mo
dern paintings. One of the most in
teresting is that of a collection of
Pinkham Ryder canvases. Ryder
ought to be of some interest to the
English department. It should inte
grate their interest into the art
world to know that this painter has
been called the Edgar Allen Poe
of paint, and has even been compar
ed to Blake and Montecelli. Only in
recent years Ryder has been con
sidered one of the great American
painters. At first he had the repu
tation of being slightly mad, hence
the producer of slightly mad but
wierd pictures. Perhaps they were
symbolical and poetic, from the
modern standpoint, but to the con
servative adhérants, Ryder was just
another madman like Joan Miro
who painted the *Dog Barking at
the Moon." a sensation in Chicago
during the World’s Fair.
Pop Hart Show
Not far from New York In New
ark is the Pop Hart show. Pop
H art is best known for his prints,
drawings, water colors and a few
oils. The real name is George Ov
erby Hart but somehow because
he appeared before his friends af
ter a long voyage in the South Seas
in a Van Dyke beard the nickname
"Pop” was acquired. "I shaved off
the beard but I couldn’t shave off
the Pop,” he told people, and some
how we catch a glimpse of a rug
ged but very loveable character
The human understanding of Pop’s
illustrative works are of direct ap
peal- just as if he had made an
etching of the Sage Hall recrea
tion room, or of the after librarv
hours in Snider’s. Only, we must
remember that Pop Hart was a
R a d - about and liked Mexican cock
fights or colored mammys and
foreign countries.

hearing long sprained creekings and
chitterings of metal in labor.
Children can be smuggled into
one of the huge funnels as big as
two Holland tunnels. It is only
"Guignot” the Punch and Judy
show. The bright red furnishings
and fantastic pictures painted upon
the wall delight any child. No fam
ily member is forgotten on the
Normandie,” which even has a
floating dog kennal where poodles,
collies, terriers and chows meet to
gether in a spacious dog hotel. They
even meet at a communal pool.
The main dining hall is a spa
cious Waldorf-Astoria-sort-of-a din
ing place-enacted in molded glass
and graced with a magnificent
bronze statue. *’Ze ladee iss Joan
d’Arc,” the French mate will tell
you with a twinkle in his eye. A
bronze Joan in a modern evening
gown! You laugh. "Ze ship won't
rock and everybody comes to din
ner.”
A Spoiled Debutante
She is so mighty that her engines
roar and throb beyond the annoy
ance of any creaking and chittering. For the glory she holds today
it is forgotten that she is gradual
ly becoming stained and spotted
with spilt champagne, weathered
and worn from the Atlantic gales,
all in all it will be ten years be
fore she will be paid for. Two hun
dred and forty trips she must take.
Then she will be like an old lady
whose lipstick only makes her seem
the older. Now the “Normandie”
is like a spoiled, too popular de
butante. What will happen when
"Queen Mary” comes out?

Shoes Rebuilt
CALL A DELIVER TEL. 711
CO PPEN S’

EYES EXAMINED
Glasses Scientifically
Fitted

SHOE REBUILDERS

at Heekert’a 119 E. College Ave.

Habberscabber
CONTINUED FROM PAGE t
flame red, and purity white display
a mass of color.
The floor show is on. The spring
board takes a beating. Tons of mas
culine beef in close fitting shorts
climb to the ten foot board. Swans,
jacknives, gainers, and half-twists
are uncorked. You see plenty of fad
ing tan. It’s been a tough summer
for the boys. Wtotch! A power dive!
A living pyramid. A Ted Sha^m
Rippling muscles; tense nerves; a
smack; swirling foam; and the girls
on the beach, with mouths agape,
feel the spray. Might as well go in
again ladies!
At one end of the pool lady and
tiger dangle feet in the water. Care
ful! You'll get your ankles wet.
No annoying echoes; the architects
say so; coo as you wish. Let ’er
go!
But empty stomachs tell the hour
Farewell! Time to go! It’s over ’til
next week. Same pool, same time,
same girl. You’re in the swim. Now
to the showers.

Williae 6. Keller O.D.

The camel is a sad-eyed beast of
burd
With a tummy quite unique*
One might almost say, a freak
For it b r in k s but once a week
Though warmly furred.
In the ancient tongue which is
by nomen Roman
It is called "the desert ship,"
Which is just a well-coined flip
To scan the wavy dip
Of its backbomen.
The dromedary dates its rise from
Adam
Who did no sooner catch
It but he snatched a bit of that*ch
And he cleft a tidy natch
In which be sat in.
He is noted for his needle-thread
ing prowess
And can match thread number
eighty
In the way he waxes matey
With a hole both small and great;
He
Smoothes his browess.
Our subject is not a thing of
beauty
The eye is supercilious
The compextion downright bilious
The knees knock and he rilious
Frankly snooty.
But the queerest thing about the
Dormedary
Is not his haughty glances
O r the way he plows and dances
Through the wastes of which the
stanches’
Heart is chary.

Complete Optical Laboratory
Service

Loose Leaf
Note Books
Paper and
Fountain Pens

BY MARY FULTON
Since the student body is s
wrought-up over the disuse of ou
deserted
social center,
H an a
House, we have retired to our re
search laboratory in the carrel o
the Samuel Appleton library an*
have but la’tely emerged with th
following valuable conclusions.
1. Smoking is not the prime re
quisite of a social center.
2. Exclusiveness, of any typ«
makes a thing highly desirable.
After minute observation oi
Tuesday evening, November 12
1935, from 9 to 9:15 (which v/as a.
long as we could bear it) we dis
covered that all sophomores ant
many freshmen entertain
theii
dates exclusively in the carrels.
Having arrived at this hypothes
is, we retired to the calm of Hamar House and are now ready to of
fer these recommendations for mak
ing Hamar House the most populai
hang-out on the Lawrence colleg«
campus.
1. Across the door in bold, black
letters allow to be printed—"Foi
the Use of Upperclassmen Only."
2. On each chair, couch, and ta«
ble have typewritten cards bearing «
the name of specific juniors and se
niors for whom the aforesaid fur
niture is reserved.
Within one short week, we firm
ly believe that Hamar House will
echo w ith the unsurpressed gurg
ling and burbling of sophomore girls
and their escorts, and juniors and
seniors will be allowed to return
to their carrels to finish their tutor
ial paper on time.
SPANISH GROUP MEETS
The conversation group of th«
Spanish Club met on Wednesday,
Nov. 13, at 4:30 o'clock at Hamar
House. There was no definitely ar
ranged program, but the members
of the group, under the chairman
ship of Paul Schmitt, discussed top
ics of mutual interest in Spanish.

It’s that inward scheme of ac
tion called "the humps"
He may have one or two
Or he may have quite a few
They look to me or you
Like flabby stumps.

Fills the reservoir with whisky,
ice and sodan.
He taps the m ixture daily
And though the food may fail, be
Always has his stock of gaily
Tinctured moodan.

They’re the secret of success on
the Sahara
As you’ve probably surmised,
They’re reserve tanks synchroniz
ed
And appropriately sized
For camel carra.
The

Britisher when
through the Sudan

M O THEATRE
MX DATS STARTING

SAT., NOV. 16

trekking

To Top Off That Well Groomed
College Appearance
Have Your Barber Work Done at

HOTEL NORTHERN
BARBER SHOP
Hooks A Tony

Eyesight Specialist
121 W. College Ave,
2nd Floor

Adopt Library's
Id ea If S o c i a l
Center Wantec

C H A !Jt F S

C L ADK

LAUGHTON
CABLI
e
^
i o ^ i
h a

c m o i

Special Showing
of

Holiday Frocks
New Formats, Dinner Gowns
and Afternoon Dresses
W e ’ve assem bled the most flattering in
our enorm ous collections!
Individual
styles! New touches of elegance. Love
ly colors and rich blacks!
Y o u ’ll be thrilled w ith their m oderate
prices.

$ 1 0 95

to

$ 1 9 7 5

Sylvester & Nielsen Inc,
209 E. College Ave.
We Close on Saturday at Noon

e A X G e m fe s e G o
^^Epcclusive <AppareI~
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STAGE ARTISTS HERE NEXT WEEK

Newman Club Held
Monthly Meeting in
New Buildings Sunday
Contrary to its former procedure
the Newman Club held its monthly
meeting la->t Sunday. Students were
allowed to wander through the re
cently dedicated building at their
leisure, viewing everything from the
modern registration office down to
the up-to-date equipment of the
kitchen where Joe, the Chinese ccok
presides. After the business meet
ing. Father Gerard gave an inform
al practical talk to the members
which was followed by somi dis
cussion. A supper was served to
about forty people at which Father
Vincent gave a short address of
welcome. Except for an excess of
static on the radio, dancing would
have ensued. That all were well
pleased with the new arrangement
was evidenced by the decision to
continue holding meetings at Monte
Alverus instead of at St. Joseph's
Hall as formerly.

Well. the girls at Sage are sure of at least one date in the next two
weeks, and that with no less a person than the fire chief himself.
There'll be sirens for the sirens when he arrives; all the buzzers
will ring at the same time, and Sage will receive her caller formally,
that is, with not much on her back and a towel on her head for a tiara*
It's only a fire drill, but there’s a thrill in a drill, and there’s not
much else doing soooooooo we have only the memory of a few par
ties last week.
Fall Effects
Had you noticed the hay stack, or maybe we should say the corn
stack, on the lawn of the Beta Mansion this week? It's all the earthly
remains of the best party of the season, the annual Silhouette Party,
which took place last Saturday.
Thirty-five couples danced to the
ic of Lawrence Zimmerman's
Dr. Darling Guest
»rchestra. in rooms decorated with
Of Phi Kappa Tau
filbur Jackson’s silhouettes of acives and pledges and fall effects
Irving Mitchell, left above, and Arvid Paulson, right above, will be
On Tuesday, Nov. 12, Dr. S. F.
ichieved by the corn stalks in the Darling associate professor of chem two members of a New York company, headed by Madame Borgny
eorners. (not the wax on the floor) istry. was a dinner guest at the Hammer, who will appear at thr Chapel here Nov. 19 and 20 in two
Dr. and Mrs. Towle acted as chap- Phi Kappa Tau house. After din outstanding plays. Thr first day "Ghosts,” by Ibsen. will be pres
rones. and Mr. and Mrs. Don ner he led a discussion on “Pure ented, and the second day, “Love and Friendship.” by Peter Egge, will
bright and Ray Marston, of Green Food and Drug Laws.” He sum be given.
Ormsby Entertains
lay. Carl Wettengel, Stevens Point, marized the history of the legisla
lob and Dick Graef, Bill Foote and tion, and stated the reasons for the
Dr. and Mrs. Raney
Alving, which part Borgny Ham
lob Shannon were guests.
difficulties In enforcing it. There
Last Friday night, Nov. 8, OrmsBeta Sigma Phi announces the are at the present time a great many
mer portrays with all the skill of
had Professor and Mrs. W. F,
(initiation of James Joseph and food and drug laws, and the ten
her understanding of Ibsen and her by
Raney as its dinner guests. Wed
¡Trevor Metcalf.
dency is to make more. This, he
own
Norwegian
background.
nesday nig;ht, Nov. 13. Mr. R J.
The Phi Taus have completed said, is attacking the symptoms, not
Mrs. Alving is the widow of Cap Watts, business manager, and Mr.
Iplans for a big radio party packed the disease. Before trying to effect
tain
Alving,
late
chamberlain
to
the
George P. Me Gillan, fire chief of
Iwith surprises on Saturday eve- suitable legislation, people should
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
King. Chamberlain, or Kammerhe;*- Appleton, were the guests. A fire
Iziing, November 23.
investigate the fundamental caus
re
as
it
is
called
in
Norwegian,
is
drill was performed for the bene
Bob Krell. '35 was a visitor at es for evasion of the present laws. burg's two plays. “Easter” and ‘ Si
the only title of honors now exist fit of the fire chief.
Ithe Phi Tau house again last week. If the right attitude is taken by
moon.”
ing
in
Norway.
It
is
a
distinction
Last Sunday night the Ormsbyites
IItV too bad that Bob had to grad the public, the situation will be
conferred by the king on men of found a buffet supper very enjoy
Mr. Mitchell is Righteous and
uate last year when Lawrence still changed without the need of more
wealth
and
position
and
is
not
her
able—to
all except the waitresses
holds such a great attraction for laws.
Conventional
editary.
anyhow.
him, but you can count on his beIrving Mitchell's background re
At the opening of the play. Mrs.
ENTERTAIN AT DINNER
|ing back again.
Science Hall faculty members and presents a long and varied career Alving's son, the part taken by
Alpha« Chi Party on The Lake
in
stock
work,
appearances
on
tour
On Sunday the Alpha Chi alums their wives were entertained at a with such actresses as May Robeson Arvid Paulson, returns from his life will of her greatest friend and ad
gave a dinner at the home of Mrs. dinner Thursday evening by Miss und Emma Dunn, work in the among artists abroad. At no:ne, viser, Pastor Manders, bravely tries
Ray, in Appleton on Lake Winneba Olga Smith and Miss Jeanette Iones. movies, and lately, his association Oswald wants to become a great to banish these spectres which she
go, for the seventeen pledges and Entertainment was provided for the with the Provincetown Players in artist, but certain barriers, describ encounters in her home.
Tickets for both these perform
one ribbon wearer. Ellen Mees and evening, and prizes were awarded New York. Mr. Mitchell, after com ed in the play as ghosts, block his
Ruth Pfeiffer, new initiates, and to Mts. W. W Van Horn and Pro ing from the west coast where he way. His mother, in full sympathy ances are on reserve at B ellini*
with his aspirations, against the at .50 cents, $1.00. and $1.50.
Jean Cox. and active transfer from fessor F. W. Trezise.
was under the management of Hen
De Pauw also attended, while Dor
ry Duffy for the last four years,
othy Mitchell and Ruth Weinkauf there’ll be more to talk about af obtained an engagement with the
represented the active chapter.
Provincetown Players. While in the
ter Saturday's party.
A tea will be held in the Alpha
west he appeared in the movies with
Engagement Announced
Chi rooms on Sunday.
Announcement has been made of Claudette Colbert and Frederic
Miss Achtenhagen entertained the
engagement of a former Law March.
Kappa Delta actives and pledges the
In “Ghosts” Mr. Mitchell plays
rence student, Kenneth E. Vaillanon Monday, at her apartment. She court of Milwaukee to Miss Anita the part of pastor Manders, the
told them of her travels and show Dorothea Behling. Mr. Vaillencourt character that represents the con
ed some of souvenirs which ^he was a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon ventional people in the world,
brought back.
Delta Kappa fraternities here whose lives are guided by righteous
The new edition of the Angelos and at
the University of Wisconsin. duty.
Is dedicated to Olga Achtenhagcn and
The Story
.
He is now employed in the Geology
as the past national president of department
Although the action of the play
of the Milwaukee pub
Kappa Delta.
is set in Norway in the country
On Sunday the Alpha De’ts arc licAtmuseum.
a meeting of the state young house of Mrs. Alving beside a large
having a formal tea to entertain peoples
association at Stevens Point fjord, Ibsen created the role of
the patronesses and friends of the last week-end,
Mildred Eads was Helen Alving to be adaptable to
sorority. Gay Patterson in in charge elected first vice
president of that any nationality or country. The
of the arrangements.
story itself revolves about Mrs.
Why have the Phi Delta been organization.
wcar-that haunted look this week?
It’s a Reign of Terror at the Phi
Delt house, where the vigilante
committee is trying to bring order,
with sleep as the main issue.
Fraternity Guests
Mr. Beck was a guest at the Sig
house last Thursday, where he
spoke after dinner. This Saturday
the Sig Eps are having a radio
party.
The Phi Delts too are planning
big things for a week from Sat
urday, when actives and pledges
are joining forces to put on a House
Party.
Sunday was a big day at the Delta
8 ig house,
and company fairly
swarmed across the door-step. Her
man Caponer, an alum attorney at
Mew London was a guest at the
house for the week-end. Mr. and
Mrs. August Haase and Louis Hafcse,
Mr. and Mrs. J. Garretson, Mr. and
Mrs. G. M. Alston, Miss Ruth Coffy
• Now that daytime skirts are shorter and split
and Miss Helen Mathews also visit
ed there.
skins so smart for evening, the fitting flattery
There’s always more interesting
news about those Institute parties pillllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllW
o f Belle-Sharmeer Stockings is more essential
after the fun is over, but just to
than ever. These personally-proportioned stock
let you know what's coming—

Borgny Hammer
To be Brilliant

L a d i e s 1 Your Legs are

on P a R A D E

1
|

|

- The High Quality of
Potts and Wood's

|
|

DAIRY PRODUCTS |

1 are recognized by Lawrence gj
| j College. We have supplied §|
| Lawrence with our products |
| for many years.

| POTTS

and

WOOD |

23I - E.ColleqeAue.

PLETON,

WISCONSIN.

ings give your legs a smarter look because they
really fit you in width as well as length and foot
size. Individual leg sizes for shorts,
mediums, tails and plumps. In all
the newest colors, especially selected

$ 1 .1 5
.

to give you a complete hosiery ward- vp X« / <-)
robe. Exclusive here.
the p a ir
The Foot Size Mai a N u m b e r. . . The LEG SIZE H at a NAM E

Belle-Sharmeer

S T O C K I N G S
d e • i q n e d f o r th e i n d i v i d u e l

B rev..............for shortl
Mod ite . . for mediums
D u c h e ss.......... for tolls
Classic . . . for plumps

PETTIBONE’S
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Heelers Announce
Presentation of
Christmas Plays
Will Give “ Dual o f III.
Hoad*" and “ Christmas (iaro l”
At the joint Heelers meetin'i last
Monday night the two All-College
Christmas plays were announced.
“Dust of 1 he Roads,” a serious
play by K. S. Goodman, and Dick
ens “Christmas Carol” will be pres
ented this year. The novel and two
dramatic versions of it will be used
as sources for the latter play.
Tryouts were held Wednesday
and Thursday afternoons and eve
nings. The ea^ts, consisting of thir
ty people, will be announced later.
The plays will be produced Mon
thly and Tuesday nights. December
1 « and 17. and play production .stu
dents will do the directing.
Seventy people, thirty of them
new members, attended the Heelers
meeting, which was conducted by
the new officers. Pat Warner as
president. Peg Jennings as secre
tary, and Jim Green as treasurer.
Volkert Entertains
While everyone waited for the
Russian east of Brokaw mixer fame
to assemble, Erie Volkert, assistant
to Mr. Cloak, entertained them by
reading Kest Cure by Patricia Col
lins.
Russian Interlude was reproduc
ed by popular demand by the fol
lowing east:
Mujic, Russian slave
Bill Stone
Pi'trof PetrofTski, soldier in Rus
sian Guard
Harvey Bredtow
Ivan Ivanoftski, sentry at the fort
Joe Graf
Vassilis Vanerard. the Cream of the
tartars
Bob Van Nostrand
Nijinska Illytsh, daughter of an
exile
Tom Gettelman
WOODWORTH TALKS
Miss
Marguerite
Woodworth,
Dean of Women, will speak at the
Milwaukee Downer Seminary Mon
day on “Going to College.” She
will contrast the kind of college life
that is portrayed in the movies and
elsewhere with student life as it
actually exists.
WOMEN S DEBATE
There will be a meeting of all
women interested in intercolleg
iate debate in Room 21 of Main
Hall on Tuesday evening, No
vember 19th, at seven o'clock.
The program for the year will
be explained.
If you plan to come out for
intercollegiate debate this year,
be sure to be present. If you
are interested but are not sure
that you wish to participate, hecir
the program outlined and then
decide. If you are interested but
unable to attend at this hour,
please see Mr. Mitchell at the
alumni office some time before
the meeting.
The meeting will not be leng
and will be over in plenty of
time for the plav.
MARJORIE HALL
Women's Debate Manager
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Essay Writers to
Enter Competition

Several Professors
Attend Convention
Held in Milwaukee

Friday, November 1 5 ,1 9Î

Fireside Fellowship
Will Continue Its
Appeal to Students

Democracy Vital
To Education,
Dr. Wriston Sa\

C ontest O pen to All U nder This year the Fireside Fellowship,
an organization that has been active
________
J
g rad u ates of C ounty;
on this campus for the past fifteen T ells P. T . A. C onstitutio
W onderful Prizes
years, will start another series of
al O aths Show Nation*
As a result of the interest arous Sunday night discussions at the
Methodist
Church.
The
general
“ In fe rio rity C om plex’*
ed by the first annual essay contest

Professors and instructors from
several departments of the Law
rence College faculty attended the
various sections of the Wisconsin
Educational Association Convention
held in Milwaukee on November 7,
8 , and 9.
Those who attended the Modern
Foreign Language section were pro
fessor Charles Baker, professor of
modern languages; Professor G. C.
Cast professor of German and Miss
Elsie Bohstedt, instructor in Ger
man.
Those who attended other sections
are: Professor J. H. Griffiths, pro
fessor of Psychology: Professor A r
thur H. Weston, professor of Greek
and Latin: professor Frank W. Clippinger professor of English; and M.
Rexford S. Mitchell, alumni secre
tary and lecturer on speech.

Charles Watkins
Addresses Chapel
Discussed
P ro b lem
of
P eace; ^ rg e d D om estic
P rogram a s Aid
The path to real peace lies along
the way of education in three fields,
building respect for and obedience
to constituted authority; learning
ful’y the lesson of the origin and
basis of home life, and making pro
per adjustment to things of tre
mendous value and permanent val
ues in life.
This was the keynote of an armis
tice day address by Charles E.
Watkins, educational director ot the
American City Bureau, Chicago at
convocation Monday morning.
Seventeen years after the close of
the World War we are still asking
the question, "What was it all
about?” Mr. Watkins said.
After the war. America was
charmed with a god of gold, and
during prosperity the nation sold
short on friendship, service to man
kind and all the real human values,
he stated. The only way to obtain
permanent values is through oldfashioned hard work. Whatever men
get for nothing, he said, they pay
for in self respect.
As part of a ,program for peace,
Watkins urged larger privileges to
children, help for the aged and bet
ter city planning for health and
happiness.
As educational director of the
American City Bureau, Mr. Watkins
plans programs for chambers of
commerce throughout the middle
west. He is a former district man
ager of a division of General Mo
tors and a former governor of the
Indiana district of Rotary Interna
tional.
Mr. Watkins also addressed the
Appleton Credit Exchange, the Kiwanis Club, and various gioap
meetings of the Chamber of Com
merce.

sponsored by the Panhollenic House
Association, announcement ¡ 3 made
by the essay committee that plans
for the second competition on “Why
I Should See New York” are com
pleted, and that the second annual
competition is being opened to all
undergraduates in the colleges and
universities of the country.
Entry blanks and rules for the
competition are available at all of
fices of college publications, at lo
cal fraternity chapter houses and at
offices of the English, History and
other departments of each college or
university. The blanks are also
available at the Contest Headquart
ers, 3 Mitchell Place, New York
City.
Worthwhile Prizes ,
The prizes of the contest are as
follows: First prize, one hundred
dollars in cash, plus a week's stay
and entertainm ent provided by the
Bcekman Tower Hotel, headquart
ers of the Panhallemc House As
sociation; or transportation to and
from New Yoik plus a week's
stay and entertainment provided by
the Beekman Tower. Second prize,
$25 plus a week's stay; and third
prize, $15 plus a week-end stay.
To give recognition to the college
students submitting the many fine
essays which do not win the first,
second or third prize, it is planned
to announce an honorable mention
award to not less than 15 students.
The essay of the recent first prize
winner in the first annual compe
tition, Sylva Goodman of Wayne
University. Detroit, Michigan, who
wants to be a writer, aroused the
general interest of the New York
City press. Her essay was printed
practically in full in several in
stances and she was interviewed by
news and feature w riters ab iu t
her impressions of the city after she
had had an opportunity to see it.
Included in her entertainm ent
were visits to the plant of a great
Metropolitan newspaper where she
put the paper to bed; to a national
broadcasting station where she
spoke over the air: tours of New
York City and a visit to Jones
Beach, the famous State recreation
al project; a trip down the harbor
on a tug to escort the new French
liner, “Normandie” into her dock;
visits to New York’s great theatres
and Opera House and skyscrapers;
and a visit to the court of one of
New York City’s women magis
trates.

Probably the most unique schol
arship in America is one offered
by Hamilton College. Worth $500,
it is open to all men in America
by the name of Leavenworth.

theme of these discussions will be
“The Meaning of Religion for Mo
dern Life.” Dr. Cox will star: the
group this Sunday at 7:00 with the
subject—“What do we mean oy Re
ligion?”.
This Sunday night group is open
to everyone. The success of the
Fireside hour has always been de
termined by the number of students
willing to take part in the discus
sion. Are you interested in voicing
your opinions or hearing a really in
teresting talk? Come and bring your
friends.

Chemieal Society
Meets Tuesday
*
Dr.

M oMnian
O n

to

T alk

S e w a g e

Disposal
Dr. Floyd W. Mohlman will be
the speaker at the meeting of the
North-East Section of the American
Chemical Society next Tuesday eve
ning. Nov. 19 at the Institute of
Paper Chemistry. Anyone who is
interested is invited to attend.
Dr. Mohlman will speak on the
subject. "New Methods of Sewage
Disposal and Practical Information
in Regard to the Way in Which
the Chicago System Is Working.” He
is chief chemist and director of la
boratories of the sanitary district
of Chicago and editor of the mag
azine. Sewage Works Journal. Dr.
Mohlman received his Ph. D. degree
at the University of Illinois in 1916.
Since that time he has been asso
ciated with various health oureaus
in Illinois.
This talk should be of especial
interest in this territory at the
present time, for many cities of «he
Fox River Valley are either con
templating the installation of or are
actually installing sewage disposal
plants. Dr. Mohlman, being an au
thority in sanitary engineering and
sewage treatment, can give many
practical suggestions on the sub
ject.

Since both education and derm,
racy regard the rights of the in**
vidual as sacred, they go hand
hand. Dr. H. M. Wriston stress
this point in addressing the joi
meeting of the Roosevelt and E(;.
son Schools Parent-Teachers A
social ions Monday evening in o
servance of American Educatu;)
Week. His subject was “Educati«
and Patriotism.”
Dr. Wriston said that the Unit.
States is suffering from an infe
iority complex in the form of b
lief that the past was better ar
that education is upsetting thini.
Gestures are being substituted f.
significant action, as shown D y r>'
cent attempts of the government
inspire patriotism by forcing tl'
teachers and pupils to take oatl
of nllegiance to the constitution. ” 1
the case of the instructors, a sen*
that they are fairly treated proie
sionally and economically that the
work is significant and that its si»
nificance is understood and apprc
ciated is vastly more important tha
oaths.” In demanding that the chi
dren r^lute the flag to demonstrat
their patriotism. Dr. Wriston s>*.a*
ed that the government “attribute
to children a set of responsible opin
ions which are denied in over
other time, place, and manner.” t
salute to the flag is all right, bu
it is not an adequate test of patr*
otism.
A return to faith in democracy
with the assumption that ultimate
ly right will prevail in the publi
mind was the solution offered t
the present ailment of America
psychology. Democracy Is a grea
deal which requires optimistic fait:
while the present mood of the worl
is essentially pessimistic.
MEGREW~TALKS AT CHIRC H
“English Cathedral Architecture
was the subject of an illustrat;
lecture given by Mr. A. F. Megrew
instructor in art. at a meeting cf »h.
Woman’s Auxiliary of the All Saint
Episcopal Church Tuesday after
noon, Nov. 12. at the parish hall.

Henry N. Marx
Jeweler
2 12 E. College Ave.

WHY E X P E R I M E N T ?
AT THE

Fashion Shop

H arw o o d Aerial Pictures have been tlie
standard excellency for over 20 years . . .
Both groups and individuals.
WR KNOW YOUR KEQ1T1KKMKNTS!

Tomorrow Only

C. V. Harwood ’33
Associated With the
Studio Now

Sale of

DRESSES
Silks — Woolens

“Apply Your Wisdom”
By

Values to $14.75

Entrusting Your Beauty Care
To
2

-

*

1

5

S it in* «iti*, c o f t.c e u t* «

■.................. .

Buetow’s Beauty Shop

itou em ep
•« •!•* «

Phone 902

You'll love these swanky,
youthful shoes for school,
business or street wear
and her# only will you
find such quality ot such
a low price.

2 2 5 E. College Ave.

■
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Vikings End Season Tomorrow at Elmhurst
Strong Elmhurst
Team Possesses
Excellent Record

NEXT XEAR’S HOPEFULS

Law rence
Badly H andh
capped l>y Long In*
ju ry List

Vikings, Carroll
Slip and Slide
To Scoreless Tic
T ou^h, H ard B a t t l e
Show» Effect* in
In ju ries

The Viking football team closes
In the midst of a steady drizzle of
the 1935 season tomorrow when U
cold rain, Lawrence and Carroll bat
meets a strong college team at Elm
tled to a scoreless tie last Satur
hurst, Illinois. Elmhurst is a mem
day before a good sized Carroll
ber of the Little Nineteen Confer
homecoming turnout. The gam • was
ence and its record this season lias
worked by constant exchange of
been very impressive. North Central
punts and a number of intercepted
College is the only team that holds
passes.
a victory over the Illinois boys, hav
The Vikes had the edge in the
ing beaten them 6 - 0 early in the sea
first quarter on punts and kept Car
s o n . Last Saturday Elmhurst defeat
roll down in their own territory.
ed Mission House 32-6, but this is no
Walker did most of the ball hand
indication of their real strength, f o r
ling in the first period and one
it is very likely that most o f the
pass was good for a first down. In
reserves played.
the
second period. Buck’s Ion;» punt
Lawrence came through the Car- j The freshmen football squad wasn't so large this tall but it has a number of likely looking prospects lor
roll game badly battered, with sev next year’s varsity squad. The team furnished scrim mage opposition to the varsity and defeated Mission drove the Blue and white far down
eral men seriously injured. Bridges House college in the only came played, 12 to 0. Members of the squad who were on hand when the picture the field and Carroll gained the ad
received a knee injury that may was taken are: top row, left to right, Thomas, (ioehlrr, Scheuss, Jacobs, Wolters, Gray and Crawford; lower vantage on plunging. Late in tnat
keep him out of the game tomor row, left to right, Korn. Welfenbaeh, Gaiko, Maerti weiler, Weideman, Ferris and Holmes.
period Walker’s kick was short and
row. Straubcl hurt his hip, Leech
dropped out on the 47 yard line. The
his leg on one of his return trips
Vikes drove hard and completed
with a punt, and MacDonald had
two passes for a first down but
some puffed up lips and a few loose Columbia Student Has
Carroll held and gained the ball
it Might Be
teeth to show. However, there’s
for one play before the half end
“ Waking-Up'’ Service
Last week this column hit 785, ed.
still plenty of fight left in the team.
the highest of the year to date.
Lawrence has played seven games (By Associated Collegiate Press)
Near Goal
Lawrence over Elmhurst.
of its eight game schedule, has
Near the beginning of the sec
New York — Harold Jcsurun 37,
Northwestern over Wisconsin.
won three, tied three, and lost one. Columbia University student who
ond half Buck got off a long spiral
Minnesota over Michigan.
Monday — Rev. Wm. J. Spicer,
The Vikings have scored 77 points
to the 18 yard line and Leech cut
Ohio—Illinois to tie.
attracted wide attention last year rector of All Saints Epiæopal
to their opponents 24.
up the field to the 40 but Lawrence
Coe over Grinnell.
when he instituted a “waking-up” Church, will speak. Subject to be
was penalized for clipping and Osen
Cornell over Simpson.
punted from his own 3 yard line.
service for his fellow students, is announced.
Dartmouth over Cornell U.
Carroll gained a little from midfield
back this year full of determination
Bradley
over
Knox.
but then Hecker intercepted a pass,
Wednesday—Mr Cloak will in
Temple over Marquette.
to expand his novel business.
and after two substantial line gains
vite a prominent member of BrogMonmouth
over
Augustana
Leech tossed a long pass to Walk
“I'm all set for a big season," he ny Hammer’s company to speak on
RIO: Last Days of Pompeii :uns
Navy
over
Columbia.
er, who hauled it down on ihe 27
until Friday; with Preston Foster confided to our reporter. "I’ve al ♦his convocation program.
Notre
Dame
over
Army.
yard line. The Vikes failed in two
and Dorothy Wilson in the leads, ready got a lot of customers, and
Iowa
over
Purdue.
line stabs and then Leech tossed
Friday—Mr. Maesch will present
supported by Basil Rathbone and a my new method of getting them up
Indiana
over
Chicago.
a short pass to Hecker who eluded
a program of organ numbers.
fine cast; filmed artistically, and never fails.”
Duke over North Carolina
Turner and went down on the 12
The new method proved to be a
the whole backdropped and made
(Both undefeated)
yard line. A pass failed and on the
meaningful by the historical events phial of ammonium chloride, pre
Pitt
over
Nebraska.
fourth down Walker took the ball
of the great tragedy of Pompeii, viously treated with sodium hy Coach D err Talk* to
Howard
over
New
Hampshire.
on a spinner and slipped through
this picture is well worth seeing. droxide to obtain the gas. A few
Colgate
over
Syracuse.
N eenah, M enasha G roup«
to the 2i yard line. But the v^ikes
The human element of the father whiffs of this and the patient is
Green Bay over Detroit Lions.
were two feet short of the first
Coach Paul Derr spoke on Thurs
and his son, the tremendous spec wide awake. It never fails, and be
down. Carroll made a determined
tacle of the gladiatorial games sides, “it clears the head immedi day, Nov. 7, before a joint luncheon
drive late in the fourth period and
cheered on by bloodthirsty audi ately,” according to Jesurun.
He also gave an inkling of the meeting of the Neenah and MenaA few days ago an announcement carried the pigskin to the 2 2 yard
ences, and ihe mystical influ :nce
of the great Jesus of Nazareth upon novel means he uses to promote sha Rotary Clubs. The Clubs were was made to the students on the strip. ^An intercepted pass broke
that drive and from then on it was
the hosts of the senior class mem
the lives of all. are vividly moving. business.
“Fernando del Rio set his alarm bers of the football teams of St. McKinley campus of Northwestern one intercepted pass after another.
Here is stupendous action and spec
ball game ended with Carroll
tacle, personalized through love. clock for 6:30 a. m. I sneaked in Mary’s, Neenah, and Menasha nigh University. A voice class for ama The
Leech’s pass in mid
Preston Foster, in the lead, as the when he was asleep and put it schools and their coaches. This joint teur harmonizers was to be opened intercepting
father, will surprise you with his ahead to 8:30. When he failed to banquet is held each year shortly on the ninth floor of the Ward field.
The game was a hard fought bat
unusual performance, as will Ba- awaken on time the next morning, before the game between Neenah building.
tle. Gores. Turner, and Clayton of
ril Rathbone in his sympathetic in 1 pointed out to him the unrelia and Menasha, which was played on
One day after the class began the Carroll left the game with injuries
terpretation of Pilate. The vast bility of alarm clocks, and told him Armistice Day this year.
dean in charge moved his office while Bridges and Leech were on
Pompeiian tragedy is here portray how foolish it was to depend on
MISGI
IDED
BOYS
the Vike injured list.
from the eighth to the first floor.
ed in human elements; and the such erratic devices. He finally saw
Of the 8000 students at CCNY. on
Christian influence is personalized. the light, and del Rio is now one ly 3 per cent are communists, ac
You’ll get excited over this. The of the numerous Jesurun satisfied cording to a survey recently con
eruption of Vesuvius and the aiona customers.”
ducted by the American Legion
fights are tremendous.
Some smart lad at New York Uni Post No. 717, composed of Dr. Irv
Beginning Saturday at the RIO is versity has found a new way to 'rib. ing N. Rattner, commander; facul
Mutiny on the Bounty, the r.icture It seems that notes written on spec ty members and graduates. It is Dr.
Piano Technician for Lawrence College and Conservatory
you've been waiting for; with Clark tacles or watch-crystals in grape Rattner’s plan to reform all the stu
these 20 years.
Gable, Franchot Tone.
Charles fruit juice become visible when dent communists, who are really
Laughton, in the leads, this is sure breathed upon.
just misguided boys, he says.
fire. Especially with mutiny on the
high seas as theme and pirate
flags waving at the masthead
ap
peal to our adventurous spirits. Two
JOHNSON Say«:—
lovely Hawaiian girls wi*h the
OLE
whitest teeth, and the blackest eyes
O ur
WAVING
you ever saw play opposite the
ERVICE
heroes. Heave ho, my hearties . .
Sixteen men on a dead man s
1 1 2 South Oneida Street
ATISFIES
chest,
Phone 1 5 3 4 R
"Yo-ho-ho, and a bottle of ru m ...
Hat Cleaning and Blocking

Next Week’s
Chapel

Movie Shorts

J . G. Mohr—Piano Tuner

s

A unique test of womanly virtue
was used by the Bretons who lived
in northern Europe centuries ago.
Powdered agate was sprinkled in
the baer of the doubted one, and if
she couldn't hold it down, she was
considered impure.

OAKS CANDY
and

Shoe Shining

Johnson Shoe Rebuilders

Rechner Cleaners

Karmelkorn Shop

807 W. College Ave.

Rio Theatre
— Bldg—

Appleton, Wisconsin

A real treat
with that
Thanksgiving
Dinner —
a box of OAKS
CHOCOLATES

Marcy’s Book Shop

Telephone 4410

We Call For and Deliver
“The House With a Reputation”

We Rent and Sell
Books and Magazines

MODERN DRV CLEANERS
222 E. College Ave.

Better Dry Cleaning
Gladly Delivered to Your Residential Unit

c o a ts
Q Cc
DRESSES . . Z J O
Get Better Dry Gleaning at the Modern —
In the Same Building as the East-End Postal Station
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College Men to
Bi* in Washington
(A: s t a t e d Collegiate Press
Correspondent»
In the third year of the New
Oral most division chiefs in Wash
ington are found to be of the opin
ion that the day of the old style
government clerk and government
official is over, that the college
trained man and woman will event
ually replace them in all positions
of any importance.
The emphasis is not so much on
youth as it is on the possession of a
broad background to supplement
training or information in a par
ticular field. And it is felt by bu
reau heads that such a background
is most frequently found among
college trained applicants for gov
ernment jobs.
One reason for this may be that
in Washington today bureaus often
change overnight, take on new
names and new functions in order
to meet special emergencies. En
tirely new staff* to do the new
work are not advisable. What gov
ernment officials usually think is
preferable is to have people on their
staffs whose equipment is equal
to making lightning changes from
one type of work to another, as
their sections take on new duties
Need Wide Knowledge
Another reason is that the wider
the field of knowledge of m em
ployee. the more likely he w iU be to
gel inspirations for the solut’ hi of
Difficult problems and tough as
signment«. It may sound a bit far
fetched but there have been some
hard nuts cracked, some seemingly
hopeless tangles unraveled because
someone remembered
something
Plato wrote or Johnson said that
strangely enough contained in it
the kernel of an idea from which
the solution of an official proolem
or a departmental dilemma *fas
evolved. And bits of col lege-taught
psychology, sociology, and econo
m ic s have raised their welcome
heads in strange corners in many
bureaus and saved the day time and
time again.
For these and other reasons governvent chiefs, especially in the
new bureaus, are showing an in*
creasing preference for college peo
ple However, they want college
graduates with both feet on the
ground. They're strong for burning
enthusiasm and glowing idealism
but not beyond the point where it
becomes entirely divorced from
realities and probabilities. There are
mountains, they point out to new
young college people they hire, that
cannot be moved in a day. nor
by the most direct methbd.
The WPA the NRA. the AAA. the
new Social Security Board and the
National Labor Relations Board bein« formed, can bo counted on to
show a strong predilection for col
lege people, whenever adding per
sonnel. In the old line departments
the Children's Bureau and the Bu
reau of Labor Statistics, the De
partment of Agriculture and the
Department of the Interior ire out
standing for the emphasis placed
on college training in considering
applicants for jobs.
Of course, whenever out and out
technicians and professional people
are required, such as physicists and
chemists for the Bureau of Stand
ards, engineers for the PWA. etc.,
college trained people have almost
complete preference, even where it
is possible to pick up the required
training in industry.
Practical and Theoretical
One type of college person that
comes to grief here however Is the
young man or woman who projects
classroom data into the office too
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Dr. Trever Addresses
Neenah Congregation

CAMPUS CURIOSITIES

PHl

/CAPPA

Dr. A. A. Trever, professor of An
cient and European history, epoke
at the Menasha Congregational
Church on Nov. 10. Armistice Sun
day, on "The Religion of National*
ism and the Religion of Jesus.” He
pointed out the evils and fallacies
of the extreme, aggressive nation
alism which is practiced by many
of the nations of western civiliza
tion and compared this national
ism with the teachings of the Chris
tianity which those same nations
profess.
Sunday evening Dr. Trever led
the discussion with the Newman
Club at the Episcopal Church in
Appleton.

P ftE /lD £ H T /

The* University of Texas will in
time become the richest institution
of learning in the world. It owns
two million acres of land that will
yield oil and precious metals.
maneuvering. And the contributions
to sociological research of TERA
field people, all of them college
trained, is comparable to the best
research being done in that field by
academic bodies.
I There may be a shift in the trend,
a shift away from the growing em
phasis toward employing college
'graduates. If there is the result will
be a slowing down of governmental
machinery. It will become fumoling
and certainly will be less capable of
meeting emergencies or creating
precedents.
But bureau
heads
scarcely think this will happen. On
the contrary, they think the lime
is rapidly approaching when we
obviously. Division officials prefer could be worked out as a result of shall do as the English do, specific
ally train college people interested
academic theory checked against the data accumulated by youog in doing government work for gov
day by day observation. They do people associated with AAA price ernment service as a career.
not, by the way, have any objec
tion to anyone making an acad
emic theory out of experience gain
ed through government work. IV
happens constantly. It Is not an ex
aggeration to say that a whole se
ries of new postulates about prices

Girl* —
Be Different!

T he

So They Say
. . , .Bong, bong, bong: thump,
thump; puff, puff; G’night! The
Freshman young lady of Ormsby or
Peabody arrives at 8:00 P. M. with
all the dignity and poise she can
muster in the trying situation of
attempting to ward off an 1 1
o’clock.
The young lady in question is one
whose parents have trusted her to
leave home to live, one who has
reached an age legally considered
one of responsibility and compe
tence. one w’ho is expected to and
does think as an ad ‘ The young
lady is one of wh'v.i all this is
demanded, but who b ordered to be
inside the dormitory at 8 : 0 0 and
required to extinguirli her lights at
11:00 P. M.
To go uptown for any reason, to
go for a walk, to forget to give
the library proof that she spent
her evening within its walls, to go
to a friend's home—in fact to do
anything that makes it necessary
for Lawrence to credit her with
common sense or discretion re
quires a special permission or the
exercising of her precious privil
ege and honor of four 1 1 o'clocks.
A test, a book report, a theme, a
spread, a thought, even a bath,
must all be accomplished in the
dark if they extend past our bed
time.
Any girl who cannot manage her
life to the extent of using her
rights and privileges to her advant
age has certainly reached the tin e
to learn. The rest, and, we venture,
the majority, deserve and merit be
ing treated as their age and ex
perience w arrant. The only possible
conclusion is that hope Is not dead,
and optimism even indicates expec
tation that ‘there’ll come a day.”
A nsiym ous
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YOUR
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ON
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N ovem ber IS, 1935
T o the F aculty!

TO BE HAD
ONLY
AT

;To p u t off until to m o rro w th in g s which
been done to d ay is often convenient.

m ight have

P u ttin g off sub

scribing to the L a w re n tia n until next week m ay mean,
however, th a t you m ay miss this week, som ething th a t
p ext week you will regret,
Distributora of
“ RHYTHM STEPS'* *

S U B S C R IB E N O W . f . P A X

LATER

at the new

rate of $1%
S0 thft yeatv

Candle Glow Tea Room
|YoufI, Sfncirelys

Appleton's Most Delightful

Luncheon and Dining Service

T he L a w r e n t i a n
1 1 0 E. Lawrence St.

Appleton, Wisoonsin

CHECKER CAB
PHONE
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C urious Liberal Arts
Student Explores Con

“ Pier 17’%Addition
To Library, Written
By Lawrence Alum

"What do you do down at the
Con?’’ ask those of the more Liber*
al Arts.
A Con. students should say, “C'm
up ’n hear us s’m t'm,” and he’ll
never be asked again.
However, if the squeeks and
groans not unlike those from a
Bastile don’t completely scare them,
and anyone dares venture inside
those stone walls, he may learn a
lot, or on the other hand—wear a
glove—or what have you?
Excuse me if I rattle incoherent«
ly, I’m a Con. student.
On with the adventure through
the “Hall of Music.” <Noise to you,
my fran.) That chorus of S. A. T. B.
—no, it’s not a disease, just So
prano, Alto, Tenor, Bass—that's the
Freshman A Cappella Choir. (You
and said fran peek in).
“Does Dean Waterman always
hold his nose?"
“No, just when the altos have a
solo.”

Mr. Megrew Discusses
Problem of Housing
Last Friday Mr. Alden F. Megrew,
instructor in art ‘history and ap
preciation, discussed the problem of
housing in chapel. He showed that
Europe has done much in the di
rection of housing her masses, while
the United States has been compar
atively slow. However, the United
States is now trying to remedy the
slum situation and Mr. Megrew said
that an active program in this di
rection snould be carried on with
government funds. Such a move
will help to do away with crime
and disease.

Colleger Everyw here
Increase E n ro llm en ts
<By Associated Collegiate Press)
Definite and substantial enroll
ment gains in colleges and univer
sities throughout the country are
the order of the day this fall, with
almost every school able to report
at least a slight increase in regis
tration over last year.
The gain is most marked in the
Mid-West, where student ranks are
apparently increasing three times as
fast as they are on the Atlantic sea
board. Colleges polled beyond the
Alleghanies show an average stu
dent gaio of 108 per cent over last
year, as against 3 per cent in East
ern schools.
More money at home, plus the
feeling that new jobs are opening
up, is believed mainly responsible
for the 1935 jump. The N. Y. A. is
playing an important part, many
registrars believe.

D r. B aker A ddresses
N eenah T uesday C lub
•’Italy and the European Situa
tion'’ was the subject upon which
Dr. L. C. Baker, professor ot mo
dern languages, spoke last Tuesday
afternoon, Nov. 12, to the Tuesday
Club of Neenah. He discussed the
present Ethiopian War as a result
of Italy's demand for territory and
markets which she must meet to
support her population. Dr. Baker
also outlined the various points up
on which England and Italy may
clash in the near future and the
European
complications
which
might result.
N. Y. A. CHECKS HERE
The long awaited N. Y. A.
check« have arrived and are
waiting for the signatures of
their owners at the Business Of
fice. It will be necessary for ev
ery N. Y. A. employee to en
dorse his check even though it
will be turned over directly to
the College. This should be done
at once.

Out into the hall again. She wants
to know what's in that little cage,
and you explain that it is where
the secretary is kept.
Upstairs in the practice rooms.
“Twenty-sixteen-nineteen — fifteen,
don't they know how to count?
Look how those rooms are num
bered.”
*’Oh, you see you have to go into
a room, that goes into a room, to
go into another room, understand?
We go into fourteen to find fifteen
and here’s thirteen.
"Well. I’d rather not go into thir
teen."
"Why?" you ask.
“Hear that groan? Oh dear, let’s
go."
You laugh and laugh and laugh.
“That’s the fellow who goes with
Lena." you reassure your friend,
who is busy knitting her eyebrows
at you.
“Lena which?"
‘‘Lena is a cello."
Your friend reluctantly follows
you to the basement. You kindly
explain that these are more prac
tice rooms, whereupon each room
confirms your
statement with:
“Squee—ee, hungee—er—i—o—u—
—beep—plink-tinkly-plink and burr-r—p.”
Your visitor wends her way to the
door step, and thinks of you as Dr.
Jeckyl once more, someone
she
knows. Not the other person, the
Mr. Hyde, who revels in that
strange place.
She asks you confidentially, “How
can you stand it?”
You are serious now. You began
to realize how well you like it; that
it is not noise to you. It takes form
and is music. You cannot explain to
her how you “stand it,” so you
laugh and say. “It’s just a swell
place to get away from Little Au
drey Jokes."

D r. Crow A ddresses
C ongregational G roup

LÀWRENT1AN

l*age Seven

Etchers*Society
Loans C o l l e g e
V a r i e d Exhibit

The book ‘‘Pier 17” now in our
college library was edited by Wal
ter E. Havighurst. Mr. Havighurst
is the son of Winifred Meter Hav
ighurst of the Class of 1898 of Law
rence College, and Dr. Freeman A.
Havighurst, who was professor of
history for eight years at Lawrence.
Walter was born in Appleton during
those years. He is now Assistant
Professor of English at Miami
University, Oxford, Ohio.
“Pier 17” is a story of the long
shoreman’s strike on the West
Coast and the scene is laid in Se
attle, Washington.
Dr. and Mrs. Freeman A. Havighurst now live in Jacksonville. Il
linois, where Dr. Havighurst is pas
tor of the Grace Methodist Church.

Again Lawrence College is in
debted to Mrs. Bertha Jacques for
the exhibition of prints and etch
ings. Chicago Society of Etchers end
the one responsible for the print
renaissance in America thru this
organization.
The subject m atter of the exhi
bition is varied as much as the dif
ferent techniques used. "When
Greek Meets Greek” by Hubert
Morley is an amusing little scene
that makes us wonder in our col
lege fraterinty mood if competi
tion is the same w hether over a
freshman or a fruit stand. Two
Greeks are obviously arguing over
their business competition.
Street Scenes Liked
Street scenes are popular—there's
one called “Noontime
Lull,” a
whimsically rendered vegetable
market which might be somewhere
near Mexico; or another scene of a
little village with details of cab
bages, frame houses and a grooved
mud road. Bradshaw gives us in
"Ludlow Street” a feeling of the
old tenement buildings versus the
towering steel structures. Steel
structures bring us to Allen’s “Iron
Man,” two magnificent etchings of
strong men who mount towards the
sky because of some architect's
whim. They ride steel beams with
nonchalance so that someone else
may have a roof garden or a pent
house. They have to be daring .md
skillful like the man on the trap 
eze.
Seymour Gets Prize
The five hundred dollar prize
went to Seymour for his “Paris

Kepler Led Religious
Discussions Group
Dr. Kepler led religious discus
sion group on the subject of the
place of God in the universe. This
meeting, the first of a series to
rethink some vital problems in
Christian living was held Wednes
day night in Dr. Kepler's office,
fourth floor of Main Hall. These
forms are held for those interested
in exchanging religious ideas and
it is hoped more students will be
able to attend the remaining pro
grams. The next session will be
held in Dr. Kepler's office Monday,
November 25. The question to be
discussed is “Can Religion be of
Practical Value in the Present
Day?"

Miss W oodw orth Tells
Sageites of E tiquette
Probably the most important
function of a liberal arts college is
teaching people to live together.
Miss Marguerite Woodworth, Dean
of Women emphasized at a house
meeting in Sage parlor Monday
night. Her contention was that the
knowledge of how to get along with
people is the one thing gained from
a liberal arts education which we
can be confident will serve us.
Miss Woodworth pointed out that
manners and appearance are the
basis of our relations with one an
other. She further stressed table
manners, demonstrating to the
amusement of all, the awkwardness
of incorrect use of table ware.

Dr. W. L. Crow, professor of gov
ernment, spoke last Sunday morn
ing, Nov. 10, at the first program
meeting of the Men’s Sunday Morn
ing Class of the First Congregation
al Church. His subject was the Ital- S trin g Q u in tet Plays
ian-Ethiopian situation and the ev
ents leading up to the present war.
In W ednesday C hapel
Dr. Crow pointed out the changes
During
chapel
Wednesday, a
in attitude which have appeared in
Italy and among the Italian people string quintet from the Conserva
tory played the three movements of
in recent years.
a composition by Mr. Cyrus M.
Daniels, “Andante.” "Allegro," and
“Finale.” The quintet was compos
ed of Cyrus M. Daniels, viola; Les
TOWN GIRLS
ter Loehrke, violin; Percy M. FulThe Town Girls meeting was
linwider, violin; Mrs. Nettie Stencancelled at the last minute Mon
inger Fullinwider, piano; and Don
day evening. The meeting is now
ald Gerlach, cello.
scheduled for Monday, Nov. 18,
at 6:00 P. M. There will be a spe
cial program following the sup
—
Fountain Service
per at Hamar House.
The committee in charge of the
supper is composed of Esther
^A N D Y
Plant, chairman; Jean Nolting;
Helen Lou Carlson; Lorraine
Lathrop; and Marjorie Opitz.

COPPER

Get one of the
Best Hot Fudge
Sundaes in town—I
With this Coupon|
and 10c

D IA N A

[Sweet Shop

Smart patterns in quality shoes for the modern miss.
Sport or Dress Shoes that are popular priced.

3.0« — 3.95 — 5.00
Our stock of new Rubber Footwear is sure to please
you. The styles are the newest, featured in Hood
and Goodrich Shu-Oluvs.

Young Men’s Oxfords
Ideal for campus or dress wear, in quality shoes
that fit and are smart.

3.00 — 4.00 — 5.00 — 6.00 — 6.50

BOHL & MAESER
Repairing Given Prompt and Careful Attention
Quality Shoes
213 N. Appleton St.

GERMAN-AMERICAN CLUB
Dr. L. C. Baker, professor of
modern languages, will speak on
next Thursday evening, Nov. 21,
before the German-American
Club at the Woman’s Club. His
subject will be “Picturesque Ger
many." The entire lecture will be
given in German and will be Il
lustrated with slides. The meet
ing will begin at 7:30 p. m. The
faculty is invited.
Wine Shop” which is a bit unorigin
al in subject matter, nevertheless
an interesting picture. Low tide at
dawn has a remarkable toned qual
ity. One feels the peacefulness of
Rosenberg's
village
“Southport,
Connecticut” Kappel’s “Crossed
Trails" is one of the finest etch
ings. It shows such skillful handling
in the simplest manner.
“Sweet Adeline" sextette includ
ing one harmonica, one howling
dog, and four boys singing lustily
at the top of their voices, by Stienberg, is enough to tempt any tired
«tudent coming from the library.
We’d like to howl with the “Sweet
Adeline” group We like to visit ship
harbours, tapestried halls, quiet
farms and little courtyards.

Qu-leeze,

my d e a *

¿Restrain fyourself!

WOMEN'S

TAP SHOES
Patent and Kid Leathers
We liad these especial
constructed to take
thousands of hard knocks
tap dancers give them.

ly

The
Big Shoe Store
1 1 6 E. College Ave.
Kool's Finer Chocolates

HOPPE

KETTLE,

^ T f *

RESTAURANT

"Famous For Fine Foods”
531 W. College Ave.
Phone 5446

FmmM mm

say that "No Nice Girl
a« it n a y ,
no smart-looking girl wiggle*!
This VaMarette Girdle is gentle
• • • but effective. It *¡11 make
jour sleek fall clothes look that
much sleeker. Get the little slip
over Vassarette Bandeau, too. . »
they’re partners in this better
figure business.
S.00
hey

T Swears." Be that

VASSARETTE
FOUNDATIONS

PETTIBONE'S

D epend On

ZORIC DRY CLEANING
to clean and revive your school clothing. Zoric cleans every
thing cleaner and odorless! TRY ZORIC TODAY!
PH O N E 667

Uneeda L a u n d r y and
Zoric Cleaners

We Call and Deliver
518 W. College Ave.
For Your Convenience, Clothes May Be Left at the Peerless National Laundry
307 E. College Ave.
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So They Say

For Better Control
Perhaps the most important single
function that the Executive Committee
of the Student Body has to perform is
the efficient handling and supervision of
student funds. Over $10,000 a year is
placed under the control of this com
mittee—a sum that represents the stu
dents’ contribution alone, a sum that the
student organization should feel its ob
ligation to protect.
Last week at the monthly meeting of
the Executive Committee the motion was
passed requiring every organization re
ceiving money from the student funds to
submit a quarterly report of their finan
cial activities. An organization that fails
to meet this requirement will be unable
to receive additional funds. This action
was taken for two reasons:
1. There
has been a tendency for student organi
zations to be careless in handling their
funds. By means of periodic reports the
Committee can investigate the manage
ment of the finances, and the very fact
that the organizations must submit an
account will tend to make them more ef
ficient; and 2. the Executive Committee
feels that it is impossible to make intel
ligent appropriations unless it has some
knowledge of the obligations and activi
ties that the student organization must
meet during the year. Up to this time
it has been just a case of continually re
peating old standards of appropriations
regardless of the conditions that were ex
isting in the organization. An example
of this is found in the outlandish amount
of money that the Forensic Board was
receiving up to this year.
All students, as members of the Stu
dent Body organization and of specific
organizations, should realize that this
measure is going to benefit them directly.
It not only will bring economy in the
handling of student finances, but it will
also make possible the appropriation of
funds to those organizations that require
it most.
For the first time in its 99 years, co
eds of Alfred University have-the priv
ilege of smoking—in a special recreation
room designed by the board of trustees.
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Band rather than the one the President
of our Student Body has prescribed in
his article in the last Lawrentian.
There have been articles every week in
the Lawrentian concerning this organi
zation, making plans for more members.
There have been notices on the bulletins.
The whole college could see we needed
more members when we paraded on the
streets during Homecoming. One would
think the Con students are the only ones
eligible to play, that this would be their
part in joining in the athletic spirit of the
school. The Fraternity houses are full
of boys who can play some instrument
and now that the girls are permitted to
join, there is no reason for them to hold
back.
Mr. Powers has said it is not the stu
dent’s fault. Must we tempt our musi
cians with a dainty little credit in order
to get them to play? They work hard for
the credit from Concert band (which is
about one-third high school students.)

that he is to devote his entire time to
Pep Band and Concert Band at the Con
servatory and not conduct all the other
bands in Appleton, I am sure the “busy
gentleman” will be only too willing to
build this organization out of the Concert
Band and parade a group Lawrence will
be glad to see wearing its colors. One
man is already being paid for this job,
and if any one can direct it, our Maestro
is the one. All he needs is cooperation
from the students.
Here I want to ask whether or not
the boys approve of girls in the band.
Every girl that showed up for the rehear
sals was there marching for Lawrence
in the parade and at the game. Can the
boys say that? Freshmen girls have asked
where they can get instruments, so eager
are they to play. Here’s hopirfg the nov
elty doesn’t wear off and the girls will
remain enthusiastic.
But where are the boys? Surely there
are some old timers still prowling around

Another Useless Move
Another gesture of absolute noth
ing, so symbolic of the Interfraternity
Councils actions this year, wras the se
lection of one of their members to at
tend the National Interfraternity Con
ference w'hich is to be held in New
York from November 29 to 30, This
action on the part of the council w’as
prompted by the altruistic motives of
the members who believe that Law
rence fraternities w'ill derive incalcul
able benefit by having a representative
present at a meeting where fraternity
problems are aired on a national scale.
It is evident that the actual benefits,
whether immediate or not, have been
greatly over-estimated.
It is equally certain that the ideas
gathered at the national conclave, if
there are any to be gathered, cannot
be transmitted adequately to individ
ual houses by one member whose sum
impression will be a gala week-end
Boasts are constantly made of the
ideal fraternity situation which exists
on the Lawrence Campus. If ideals
are to be measured in standards of
stagnation, lack of initiative, and gen
eral inability to move in constructive
directions, then we might call the situ
ation perfect.

It seems strange that a group which
represents seventy per cent of the male
members of the student body should
find nothing wrong with existing con
ditions. Is there a means whereby
fraternities could improve the social
conditions of the campus as a whole,
or must the task of reform be rele
gated to administrative action? Schol
arship conditions have been the reason
for the eviction of fraternities from
several eastern schools. What has the
Interfraternity Council done along
these lines? If no movement is con
sidered good movement the fraternity
situation here is ideal.
Whatever prestige or publicity
might be gained at a conference of fra
ternities by the presence of a delegate
certainly cannot be equalled by the
prestige acquired through an active,
constructive program of improvement.
To defray the expense of the trip,
which is to be shared by the adminis
tration and the fraternities, the council
plans to sponsor an interfraternity
dance. If the council must justify this
move toward less restricted fraternity
activity, it certainly ought to find a
better means than providing one of
their members with a free vacation
trip.

Dear Mater et Pater,
Nine weeks are gone, tests are over,
but work continued ad infinitum. I have
been working very hard, especially in
Latin, so I haven’t had much time to
write. Things are about in statu quo that
they were when I last wrote to you. The
examinations were terrific, but auxilio
lab alto. I just got through. My report
card will arrive soon, and that's what I
want to tell you about. Prima facie, it
may not look very good, but I hope that
after I explain everything to you it won’t
be a casu belli between you and me.
In English, that’s where I got the D,
the teacher played a dirty trick. You see,
I didn't do so well on the tests we had
every week or so. I was pretty busy,
but when I worked hard for-the final and
went to it in omnia paratus, but he fooled
us and called it off the last minute and
used our average on the small tests for
the nine-wreeks grade, instead.
And that C in history is really pretty
good. You see, that class meets at eight
o'clock and I had to be in absentia pretty
often, because I was so tired from study
ing late nights that I couldn’t ge\ up in
time. And then he put a lot of stuff in
the test that he gave when I wasn’t there.
Anyway, experientia docet, so, you’ll see;
I’ll know what to do this time.
I don't know what my grades in
speech and Latin are, but they ought to
be good. I forgot all about the speech
test until just before class time, but I
made a speech about Caesar, impromptu,
out of stuff I learned in Latin class; so,
I ought to get a good grade, because I
like Latin. My Latin grade should be
good too. The other day I heard the
teacher tell another teacher that I was
primus inter pares. Then she said some
thing about not mentioning who my
pares were, but I guess she was only fool*
ing, because beside being elected secre
tary of the Freshman Latin club, une
voce, I made a swell model of a Roman
catapult; so, I ought to get anyway A or
B in Latin.
Since I have come to college, consili
um cepi—a sort of via media, as it were.
You see, I want to live a well-rounded
life. It won’t do me any good to graduate
summa cum laude if all I'm going to do
now is study, and expect to live after
wards. I'm supposed to live now, while
I’m in college; so, I've gone out for foot
ball and the school paper, and a few
other things. Maybe that has something
to do with my grades too. But, anyway,
I should come out ahead in the end,
shouldn't I? These nine weeks have
been tough, but I tell you, ex omino, I'll
try to do better the next nine.
Inter alia, for the five dollars you
sent me, gratias ago, but I wish pro bono
publico that you would send me some
more quam celerrimi and also quam
plurimi. I got a notice from the business
of/ice today saying that it would be max*imum bonum if I paid at once. I also
need some new shirts.
I saw a swell girl the other day, but
haven't been able to meet her as yet, but
I'm hoping that Fato viam invenient.
It’s too bad that there are triple cuts
before and after Thanksgiving and I can't
come home, but, you know, Home proponit et Die disponunt.
Tempus fugit and I must leave you
pro tem, but I shall write again soon.
Semper idem, filim nobis.
—Cat’s Paw.
the college with a sticky cornet or some
thing that hasn't been touched since the
last dance he played for back home.
Aside with that. What we want is a
Pep Band with full instrumentation. Mr.
Powers blames the faculty. I blame the
students. Let’s get together on the pro
position and go to town.
—Cecile Morrison.
According to President Angell of
Yale, an historical novel is like a bustle;
It is a fictitious tale based on a stern
reality.
Sophomores at Haverford take a com
prehensive examination containing 2725
questions. It requires 12 hours to com
plete.

